Chinese Dance Workshop
Chinese Dance Workshop

Education Group’s interactive Chinese Dance workshop allows children the opportunity to enjoy a variety of different dance styles from China.

Chinese Dance dates back nearly 5,000 years and in Chinese culture, dance is seen as a way to express personal emotions and feelings.

Our Chinese Dance workshops are suitable for all ages and incorporate traditional Chinese dragon or lion heads. We can work with a class at a time across a school day and create an exciting dance performance. These class performances can be showcased at the end of the school day for everyone to enjoy.

We encourage schools to allow the children to wear red for our dance session, as traditionally it’s believed that the colour will ward off evil spirits.

As well as enjoying our Chinese Dance workshop throughout the academic year, many schools use this day to link in with their Chinese New Year celebrations.

“It was a fantastic experience for everyone and the children had a great time dancing with the Dragon’s heads!”
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